Media in the Movies

BROADCAST NEWS
THE TRUMAN SHOW
HESICIE
GOOD NIGHT AND GOOD LUCK
INTERNATIONAL CIVIC ENTRADER
FRIDAY HOLDER
DAY RON BURGUNDY
Across
1 Holly Hunter, and TV news journalism at large, must choose between style and substance in this workplace drama (2 words)
3 Jim Carrey's life is not what it seems in this early exploration of reality TV (3 words)
8 B&W period film depicting the on-air conflict between Edward R. Murrow and Joseph McCarthy (5 words)
9 William Randolph Hearst refused to mention this film in any of his papers (2 words)
10 "Legendary" anchorman who will read anything off of a teleprompter? (2 words)

Down
2 Redford and Hoffman investigate the Watergate scandal for THE WASHINGTON POST (4 words)
4 Al Pacino and Russell Crowe struggle to bring a tobacco industry whistleblower's testimony to air (2 words)
5 Cary Grant and Rosalind Russell flirt and spar while investigating a murder (3 words)
6 Kirk Douglas turns a man trapped in a cave into a media circus (4 words)
7 Jake Gyllenhaal stars in this "if it bleeds, it leads" TV journalism neo-noir